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Using the resolvent method and the technique of weighted Lz-estimates we 
deduce the non-existence of the singular continuous spectrum of the Dirac operator 
T + P(x) on the interval (1, co). We assume that the hermitian matrix potential 
P(x) = P,(x) + P2(x) is divided into a long-range part P,(x) = O(l x I-‘), 
[ra,P,(x)]- =O(Jxl-“) and a short-range part P2(x)=O((x~-I-“) (Ixj+oo) 
with local singularities P(x) = O(( x - a,1 -‘) of Coulomb type for N nuclei 
a1 ,_.., aN E UP. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Our aim in the present paper is to study the nature of the spectrum of 
the Dirac operator 
-A = T + P(x), 7= -icij& +j?, aj = O 61 
( > 
(1.1) 
I tJj 0 
by means of the principle of limiting absorption including the resolvent 
method for RZ = (A -2))‘. The hermitian 4 x 4 matrices aj and /I satisfy 
the anti-commutation relation 
(i, j= 1 , ...1 4), a4 = P (1.2) 
and P(x), XE R3, is a hermitian 4 x 4 matrix potential appearing in 
relativistic quantum mechanics. As a corollary we infer the absence of the 
singular continuous spectrum resp. the absoluteness of the continuous 
spectrum outside of the discrete point spectrum by calculating weighted 
L*-estimates (Jager [6] and Vogelsang [ 12, 131). 
This mathematical scattering problem of the Dirac operator has been 
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investigated by Yamada [20] (see also Yajima [19] and Ikebe [S]) for 
hermitian short-range potentials 
P(x)=O((xJ-I-“), VP(x)=O(l) (1.3) 
without local singularities. Applying the Fourier integral method of Agmon 
Cl] for elliptic operators and including the identity 
2 = -A + 1, (1.4) 
Yamada shows that the spectrum of A is absolutely continuous on 
( - co, - 1) u (1, + co). In a recent paper, Muthuramalingam [8] proves 
the absence of the singular continuous spectrum on the same intervals for 
scalar long-range potentials 
D*P(x)=o(lxl-‘“‘-“) ([Xl --f co), 
p(x)=P 1x1-l (1x1 -+O) 
(1.5) 
for all tl > 0 and some p E Iw, (p I -C 1, by Enss’ scattering method [9]. 
For spherically symmetric potentials P( I x I ) Heinz [4] and Weidmann 
[18] also obtain this statement under the condition 
P= P, + P, e L:,,(a, + ~0)~~~; P,, zP,ELl(a’, +a~)~~* (a’ > a) 
(1.6) 
not demanding any regularity at the left boundary Ix I = a. 
In this paper we improve the mentioned results using Rellich’s [ 111 
representation of the principal part T in spherical coordinates; i.e., there 
exist unitary matrices s(a), i E S2 = {x E Iw3: 1 x ) = 1 }, such that 
-r-‘p,J’fp3 (1.7) 
with the hermitian 4 x 4 Pauli matrices pi (J’ = 1,2, 3) and the hermitian 
first-order spin operator 
J’ = : ~I?‘(S’)~ --f L2(S2)4, s = 1 - iaj(x x V)j. (1.8) 
The spectrum of J’ is discrete and the eigenvalues are exactly the integers 
/k=+i +2 - 7 - , .... 
We shall use the subsequent notations: r = 1x1, f = r-lx, Dj = -i(a/ax,) 
(j= 1,2, 3), 8, = a/&-, D, = -ia,. L2(Iw3)4 is the Hilbert space of all square 
integrable vector functions U: Iw3 + C4 with associated scalarproduct 
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(u, U) = jR3 u -17 dx and norm 1) u II= )I u I),,R3. In the usual manner we define 
the Sobolev space H’(R3)4 with norm 
and the space H:0,(R3)4. Similarly, L2(S2)4 is the Hilbert space with scalar- 
product (u(r), u(r)) and norm 
Ilu(r =(Is2 lu(r~~12d~)“2= lI~(r)/lO,+ 
Adequate for our considerations is the following Assumption (A). 
(Al). The potential P= P, + P, EL” (1x1 > R,)4”4 (& sufficiently 
large) is a hermitian 4 x 4 matrix valued function with 
P,(x)=~(lxlr”‘), P2(x)=0(lxI -‘--“‘), (1.10) 
arP, EL;L,z(Jxl >R0)4X4, 
[8,P,(x)]- =;“=: [8,P,(x)5.& =O(lxi~-I-“‘) 
(1.11) 
([xl -+ co)for some O<E, 64. 
(A2). The N points a,, . . . . aN are distinct in R3, r, = Ix -a,l, resp. 
r,, = 2 for (x-a,) > 2, G = {x E R3: x # a, (n = 1, . . . . N)} and Si = {x E R’: 
rn=l} (n=l,..., N). Furthermore, p,, E LaO(G)4X4 are hermitian 4 x 4 
matrix functions with 
II PL, II L’l(G) 6 P:, < + 00, pL:, E R (n = 1, . . . . N), (1.12) 
E,: L2(Si)4 + L2(Sf)4 is the eigen-projector onto the eigen-subspace 
corresponding to all eigenvalues I k I > p: of the spin operator Jk (center a,) 
and E, + I;, = II (n = 1, . . . . N). In a compact neighbourhood K(a, , . . . . a,,,) it is 
P= 5 (E,pL,r;‘E, + v,r;‘F,) 
II=1 
+ PCN’, /4dlv,l< +a, (1.13) 
of Coulomb type, v, E R (n= 1, . . . . N) with bounded remainder PcN’: 
L*(K)” -+ L*( K)4 and otherwise P E Lf,,( R3\K)4 x 4. 
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(A3). The Dirac operator -A = ajDj + /I + P is serfadjoint on D(A) and 
D(A)c {uEL2(G)4nH,&.(G)4: Au, r;1/2E,uEL2(G)4 (n= 1, . . . . N)}. (1.14) 
We notice that the existence of such a realization of A is ensured by 
Vogelsang [ 151. 
We are now able to formulate our main results. 
THEOREM 1 (Principle of Limiting Absorption). Let assumption (A) be 
satisfied and suppose that there are no point-eigenvalues of the Dirac 
operator A in the interval [k,, k,] c (1, + co). Then the relation 
FE R,,iif = R,kiof in H’(G, q2 dX)4 (1.15) 
holdsforall(1+r)“2+“fEL2(G)4,k, <k<k2,~l<~<1,0<~‘<~withthe 
weight q2 = (n,“= , rJ’ + ’ (1 + r) - ’ -E. Further we have the resolvent estimate 
lIqR/c,ij.f II1.G + II(1+r)-1’2+E’4a~R~*i~f I~I,(I~~~R,,J 
<cl ll(1 +rP2+Yll (1.16) 
for all 0 < ;1< 1, where c,(kI, k2, E{, E’) is a constant not depending on k + iA 
andf, and the matrices a +_ are defined by (1.26). 
A heuristic consideration yields the asymptotic behaviour u= 
a+(z)(yr-‘e-‘“’ +O(r-2))+a-(z)((l-y)r-‘ei”‘+O(r-2)) = a+u+a-u 
(w = (z2- 1)“2 and y=O (Imz>O) resp. y=l (Imz<O)) of the solution 
of the Dirac equation (A - z)u = f illustrating the validity of the resolvent 
estimate (1.16). 
COROLLARY 1. The spectrum of the Dirac operator A is absolutely 
continuous on the interval [k,, k,]; i.e., the spectral function (E( .)f, f) is 
absolutely continuous on [k,, k2] for any f E L2(G)4. Further the Stieltjes 
identity 
WWf -E(K)f = (2ni)-‘I,” CR/c+io -R,-wolf d, 
1 
r1/2fyE L2(G)“, (1.17) 
holds in H’(G, q2 dx)4, where the integrand is continuous in k. 
THEOREM 2 (Absence of Singular Continuous Spectrum). Let the 
assumption (A) be satisfied. Then the singular continuous spectrum of the 
Dirac operator A is empty on the interval Cl, + co). 
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Remark. It is allowed to substitute the decaying potential P, = O(r-“) 
by exploding potentials similarly to the Schrodinger operator (JPger and 
Rejto [7]). 
A comparable result is valid on the negative axis ( - co, - 1). 
Now we assemble a series of preparatory lemmas, the proofs of which 
are elementary or known. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Rellich [ 111). The following commutation relations are valid: 
pI p2 = ip, (cyclic), pf=Q (j= 1, 2, 3), (1.18) 
J’=oJF’, where J=(; OmS), (1.19) 
p2J= -Jpz, P~J= JP,, (1.20) 
p26=66, where a = x.,a,. (1.21) 
LEMMA 1.2 (Rellich [ 111). The Dirac equation 
(atDjffl+P+z)u=f (1.22) 
has in spherical coordinates the form 
(p,(D, +ir-‘J)+p, + P’+z)u’= f’, (1.23) 
where u’=r&, f’=rsf, P’=6 PC’. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let k > 1. Then the eigenvalues of the matrix p = pz(k + p3) 
are given by f K = + (k2 - 1 )‘12. The associated eigen-projectors p f defined 
by 
P=K(P+ -P-)1 p+ +p- =I (1.24) 
commute with J2 and satisfy the relation 
b, =~P:P+ -P”P~). (1.25) 
The transformed matrices a + = 6 - ‘p + 6 fulfill the identities 
oi(k+fl)=tc(a+ -a_), a+ +a_ =II (1.26) 
and 
koi=tc(a*,a+ -a?aa). (1.27) 
The estimate of Vu is based on the ellipticity (1.4) of z. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let PEL~([W~)~~~, ZEN, YE& (l+r)yf~L~([W~)~ and 
u E H~,,(rW3)” be a solution of the Dirac equation (1.22) such that 
(1 +r)54EL2(1W ) . 34 Then (1 + r)?u~ H’(Iw3)4 and the following estimate 
holds: 
II (1 + rlYu II I,& G c(II(1 + r)‘fll + II (1 + rJYu II )9 (1.28) 
where c is a constant not depending on u. Further the norms [I(1 + r)yu 11 l,a83 
and (j$ (1 + r)*‘( I( 8,u’ II2 + 11 r-‘Ju’ (I2 + 11 u’ II’) dr)“’ are equivalent. 
The subsequent argumentation is concerned with the simple behaviour of 
Rzffor Im z + 0. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let PE Lm([W3)4”4 be a hermitian matrix function, 1 Z J = 
Imz>O, ~30, (1+r)(‘f”)‘2f~L2([W3)4 and UEH’(IW~)~ a solution of the 
Dirac equation (1.22). Then (1 + r)“2 u E H’(Iw3)4 and there exists a constant 
c not depending on u, 1, E such that 
~ZL211 ull ,R3 + 1 II (1 + r)“2u II 1,R3 
Gdl(l +r) (‘+E)/2f)I + l/(1 +r))(1+E)‘2uII). (1.29) 
Proof As known, (1.22) implies the estimate 
2 IJul12=Im(f,u)< I[(1 +r)-(‘+E)‘2uII 
. l/(1 +r)((‘+EM2f 11. (1.30) 
Analogously we conclude the relation 
A211(1+r)1’2u()2<$(II(1+r)“2f )~2+~2(~(1+r)1’2u1~2+~(Ju((2). (1.31) 
On account of the inequalityTl.28) for y = 0 resp. y = 4 and (1.3Ob(1.31) 
we obtain the statement (1.29). 
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SCATTERING STATES 
In this section we control the behaviour of the resolvent R, f for Im z -+ 0 
in a neighbourhood Q = {XE f.R3: (x I > R,} of infinity applying Rellich’s 
spherical coordinates (1.23) under the following stronger Assumption (B). 
(B). For P,, P2 ~C’(s2)~“~ condition (Al) holds. Let E~ GE S 1, 
l<k,,<k<k,< +GO, 0<1<1, andf EC’(O)4 with jgr1+3S’2 IIfll’dr< 
+ co. The vector function u E H&(52)4 is a solution of the Dirac equation 
(pzD,+ir-‘p,J+p,+Q,+iA)u=f-P,u, Ql =k+P,, (2.1) 
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with u(x) = 0 for all 1 x 1 6 2R0 and 
s 
cc 
r(Ilu112+ IIf3,u(l’+ )Ir-‘JuII*)dr< + rJ0. (2.2) 
RO 
To obtain the resolvent estimate we divide u into the parts 
u=p+u+p~u=u+ sum (2.3) 
determined by (1.24). The matrices p + commute with J2 and D, but do not 
commute with J. To get divided evolution equations for U, and u we 
study the Dirac equation in the form given above by Lemma 2.1. 
In the subsequent considerations let T(u, f) be a general remainder such 
that 
where c(k, , k2) is a generic constant not depending on U, A, k, E. We denote 
the principal part of (2.1) by 
B=p,D, +ir-‘p,J+p, (2.5) 
and calculate B*. 
LEMMA 2.1. The vector function r”‘u satisfies the squared Dirac equation 
(d,Z-r-‘J’- 1 +~r-2-,12)(r’/2u)-r”2B(Qlu) 
+ i(r-‘p + AQl)(r”‘u) + r1’*Q2u = r”*f, (2.6) 
with the short-range potential 
and 
f, =(iA-B+ir-‘p,)f: 
ProojI From the Dirac equation (2.1) we derive 
B%= -B(Qru)+i(AQ, -A’)u+(B-iA)(f-P,u). 
By Lemma 1.1 we explicitly obtain 
-B2=a;-rp2J2- 1 -r-‘(r-‘J). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Writing Eq. (2.1) in the form 
r-‘Ju=(a, +ip+p,(iP-I))u-ip,f (2.9) 
and using the identity 
r1’2(a,2 +r-l&)24= (a,‘+ +r-*)(r”2u) 
from (2.7)-(2.9) we deduce the relation (2.6). 
To guarantee the uniqueness of the scattering state u for 1=0 it is 
important to provide the essential part U+ with a L2-weight not weaker 
than r-l. We notice that the scattering part U- is bounded by u,. The 
subsequent lemma is fundamental for the estimate of the dominating part 
u+. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any 0 d LY < ~12 we have 
s O” (Kr+’ I + 2kA.r”) )I u + 11’ dr + 5: (wa- ’ - 2klr”) II u _ II ’ dr 
+klc-’ a, 
s 
r”(c?,P, . u, u) dr 
I 
l-cl 
G-K 
PI m 
2 5 
f-‘(lla,u+ 112+ IIa,u- ll’)dr 1 
l-cl m 
+TK1 r s 
~~‘(II~+II’+II~~II’~~~+~~~,f). (2.10) 
Proof: From Lemma 1.3 we infer the matrix relation 
P&P= fv. 
and the identity 
(2.11) 
khu, u)=dlIu+ 112- Ilu- II’). (2.12) 
Multiplying Eq. (2.6) by the matrix multiplier ra- “‘p:u+ and using the 
decay condition (1.10) of P and the relation (2.11) we deduce 
-1m I OD r”(B(Q, u), P:P+ u) dr < T(u, f) (2.13) I 
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by partial integration. For the second part u- we choose the matrix 
multiplier - r ‘- */2p*_~- and use the relation (2.12). Hence 
-(l -a)Imlia r "-'(a,u-,U)dr+~~~(Krr~'-ki.r')Ilu~ 1j2dr 
+Im 
s 
O" r'(B(Q,u), ptp- u) dr 6 T(u, f). (2.14) 
1 
Furthermore, by (1.25), (2.12), and the Dirac equation (2.1) we find 
Im s m r”(NQ,u), (P*P- -P:P+)u)~~ 1 
> -kK-’ Im 5 ,= r”((o,(Qlu),u)+(Q,u,D,u+p,Q,.,)dr 
*+ II*-lb- ll’)dr-T(u7.f). (2.15) 
Adding (2.13)-(2.15) we obtain statement (2.10). 
Preparing Lemma 2.4 we deal with 
LEMMA 2.3. For any 0 Q tl< 42 we have 
1 j,m ra 11 u I(* dr > A j- fYll~+ 112+ Ilu- l12)dr-T(u,fh (2.16) I 
Proof. Multiplying the Dirac equation (2.1) by - p3 u and applying 
Lemma 1.1 and the decay condition (1.10) we conclude 
f a,(~, u, u) - II u II* - W, u, U)=Re(--p,f+O(r-“)u, U) (2.17) 
for the real part. By Lemma 1.3 there is the identity 
k2 lbIl*+&w u)=(pdp,4=(k2- l)(llu+ II*+ /IK II’). (2.18) 
Adding (2.17)-(2.18) and finally multiplying the sum by the weight At-” and 
then integrating over r E (1, + co) we derive the estimate (2.16) with equal 
factor 1 .1 on both sides. 
The problem arising from the indefinite second integral on the left side of 
(2.10) is overcome by 
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LEMMA 2.4. For any u E Iw, 1 a ( < ~12, the following inequality is valid: 
I m( arcr’- ’ - 2klr”) II u _ II ’ dr 1 
2 i 7 a& - I + 2kh”) 11 u+ )I ’ dr - T( u, f ). (2.19) I 
Proof: We again multiply the Dirac equation (2.1) by 2kr”u and com- 
pute the imaginary part, hence 
ka ccrz-l 
I 
(p2u, u) dr + 2kl [,a ra 11 uj12 dr = 2k Im jlm r”(f -pzu) dr. (2.20) 
1 
In connection with Lemma 2.3 and the identities (2.12) and (2.20), 
inequality (2.19) follows. 
Finally, we ask for an estimate of the gradients of u, and U_ . 
LEMMA 2.5. For any CI E Iw, ) ~1) < ~12, we have the estimate 
5 
m 
re-‘(lld,u+ (12+ Ilr-‘A+ (12)dr<Ic2 m ram’ (Iu+ j[*dr+ T(u, f). 
I 5 I 
(2.21) 
Proof: Choosing the matrix multiplier -ra ~ 3’2p:~& for the squared 
equation (2.6) one has to compute the real part by partial integration using 
the decay condition (1.10). 
Combining the lemmas of this section we immediately deduce the sub- 
sequent proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let the assumption (B) be satisfied. Then there exist 
positive constants c2(k,, k,, E, ), RI(k,, k2) not depending on u, 1, k such that 
s 
m 
r-1+E’2(IIu+ II’+ )Id, u, II2 + II r-‘Ju+ II’) dr 
1 
+Jmr -‘-E’4(IJu- )12+ IId,u- (12+ Ilr-‘Ju- II’)dr 
1 
< c2 r1+3e’2ll f II2 dr + [,R’ II u(12 dr). (2.22) 
Proof: Setting a = 42 in Lemmas 2.2-2.5 we derive the a priori estimate 
of the part u, applying now the decay condition (1.11) of 8, P, . Setting 
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a = -~/4 in Lemmas 2.4-2.5 we analogously estimate up by U, taking the 
according norms. The remainder T(u, f ) is dominated by u and u + using 
Lemma 1.5. 
Remark. The last proof indicates that we can weaken condition (1.11) 
by 
d,P,p+ =O(r-If”), d,P,p = O(r ’ ‘,). (2.23) 
Furthermore, by a sharp analysis of our proof we can substitute r ’ in 
(l.lO)-(1.11) by Ilnrl-‘-‘. We essentially apply the L’-decay of r ’ i. in 
radial direction. 
3. RELLICH'S ESTIMATE FOR SCATTERING STATES 
To eliminate the compact perturbation in Proposition 2.1 we have to 
prove that every solution u of the homogeneous Dirac equation with 
r 1’2~ E L2( 1 x ( > R,)4 really satisfies u E I,‘( 1 x 1 > R,)4. This difficulty is 
essentially overcome by a logarithmic bootstrap argument under the 
following weaker Assumption (C). 
(C) Letk>l,m>l, P=P,+P,EL”(~~~>~)““~ orsomea>l and 
P, =o(Ilnrl-‘), P =o(I lnrl- 1 r I (3.1) 
drP, ~L:,/,‘(/xl >a)4x4, [d,P,].. =0Ilrlnrl -‘) (r -+ co). (3.2) 
Furthermore, let UE H&,( ( XI > a)” be some solution qf the homogeneous 
Dirac equation 
(p2D, + ir-‘p,J+ Q,)u = - P,u, Q, =k+p, +P, (3.3) 
with 
I 
a, 
r-’ )Iul12dr< +co. (3.4) 
u 
We use the abbreviations 
qm(r) = (In rY, p,(r) = (In r)” - m(ln r)mp ‘, 
p(r) = Re(p,D,u + P2u, u)(r), v(r) = (u, r-‘Ju)(r). 
Further let 
TJu)~cJ’o(l)r-1(lnr)“-1((l+m4(lnr)~4) IIu(12 
s 
+ II13,ull’+ Ilr-‘Ju(12)dr (3.5) 
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be a general remainder, where the generic constant c and function O( 1) are 
independent of u, m, s, t. 
By the physical commutator method we have 
LEMMA 3.1. For all t > s > a the following inequality is valid: 
I 
I 
r-‘qm((r all’, + Ql)u, u) dr + Re ’ r-‘P,&D,u, u) dr 
s I s 
< - Re qmp I: + T,(u). (3.6) 
Proof: We multiply the Dirac equation (3.3) by 2q(r) C?,U and integrate 
the real part over the interval (s, t). Then by partial integration we obtain 
Re 
f 
’ (P,u, 2q 8,~) dr 
s 
= 
I 
‘r(r-‘q)‘(ir-‘p,Ju, u) dr+ j’q’(Q,u, u)dr 
s s 
+jkm 
f 
.u,u)dr-q(irp’p,Ju+Q,u,u) (3.7) s s 
applying that ip,J and Q, are hermitian operators. Eliminating the Dirac 
operator J in (3.7) with the aid of Eq. (3.3) and using the decay condition 
(3.1), we infer statement (3.6). 
The square method yields 
LEMMA 3.2. For all t > s > a we have the inequalities 
AI ‘re’q,(/I(p~~, +Ql)ul12+ Ilr-‘Jul12)dr I s 
T2k Re j’r-’ qm((P2Dr + Qlh u) dr 
s 
< +2r-‘q,vIj+ T,(u). (3.8) 
Proof: Squaring the Dirac equation (3.3) and multiplying by r-‘q we 
derive 
s ‘r~1q(l/(~2D,+Q,)ul12+ )Irp1Ju112)dr-2Re/rrp2q(~,u, Ju)dr s s 
f 
I 
+ 2 Re re2q(Q,u, 1p2 ’ Ju)dr=frrp’q I(P,ull’dr. (3.9) * s 
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For the first remaining summand in (3.9) we find 
-2 Rei’r-‘q(S,u.Ju)dr=ii (rm2q)‘(u,Ju)dr-2r~ ‘qv f (3.10) 
.T F J 
by partial integration. Furthermore, in the second remaining summand we 
again eliminate .I with the aid of Eq. (3.3) using that p3p2J is a hermitian 
operator. On account of the decay condition (3.1). the relations 
(3.9)-(3.10) now imply the assertion (3.8). 
From Lemma 3.2 we immediately conclude the following gradient 
estimate. 
LEMMA 3.3. For ~11 t > s > a we have the estimate 
s 
I 
r-1qm(l18,uI12+ lIr-‘Jul12)dr 
5 
dc s 
r 
rP’q,,, )Iu))‘dr+4r-‘q,v ‘+ T,(u), (3.11) 
.I 5 
where c is a constant independent of u, m. 
Combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we are prepared to establish 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let the assumption (C) be satis)ed. Then 
I um Ijuj1*dr< +a. (3.12) 
ProoJ: Using the decay condition (3.2) of i3,P, we can write (3.6) in the 
form 
2kRe5’r-‘p,((p2D,+Q,)U,1()dr+2kmjrr~’(lnr)’”~’(Q,u,u)dr 
5 1 
d -2k( Inr)“pI(6+ T,,,(u). (3.13) 
Applying (3.8) for m and m - 1 by careful addition we analogously derive 
the weighted estimate 
-2kRe ‘r-‘p,((p,D,+Q,)u,u)drd2r-‘p,vI:+T,(u). s 
(3.14) 
s 
580/76il-6 
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Adding (3.13)-(3.14) and using Lemma 3.3 for the remainder T,(U) we 
deduce the crucial inequality 
2k(k-I)m~fr-‘(lnr)m~’ ((~)(~dr 
s 
+ j’ r-1 (Inr)“-‘(lnr-m)((((p,D,+Q,)u11*+IIr-’J~11*)dr 
s 
i(k-l)l’r-’ (Inr)m-1(km+m4(lnr)-4) J(u(l*dr+o,(r) ’ (3.15) 
s s 
for all t > s > a,, where the continuous function w,( .) is defined by 
w,(r) = -2k(ln r)” p(r) + 2r-‘(ln r)“-‘(ln r-m + cl) v(r) (3.16) 
and cl, a, are positive numbers independent of u, m. 
Now we start with m = 1. The relation 
s m (rlnr))’ lo,(r)1 drc +cc (1 (3.17) 
is inferred from assumption (3.4) on u applying Lemma 1.4 to the first 
derivatives of U. Hence 
lim inf lo,(r)1 =O. 
r-00 
(3.18) 
Furthermore, supposing that ol(rj) > 0 for some subsequence rj + 00 on 
account of (3.15) we have the relation 
lim info,(r) > 0 
,-CC 
in contrast to (3.18). Therefore we can assume the condition 
o,(r)<0 for all r2a2. 
From (3.19) and definition (3.16) for arbitrary m we find 
o,(r)<2(1 -m)r-‘(ln r)m-lv(r) for all r > a, 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
and any m = 1, 2,.... Hence, taking again the assumption (3.4) into account 
we understand that for each m = 1,2, . . . there exists a subsequence 
lim sup co,(r@)) < 0. 
J ,!m) -+ m / 
(3.21) 
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Performing now fJ!“) + co in (3.15), dividing the obtained inequality by m!, 
and summing up over m = 4, . . . . N we conclude 
<24(k-1) j’” (rlnr))’ 
a2 
1 
Xf- 
mz4 (m-4)! 
(In r)m-m4 /Iu\\~ dr 
Hence 
(3.22) 
<c rp’(lnrJ3 (llul12+ /1~,~112~~~+~2~1~~~2~1 + Iv(aJl) 
> 
, (3.23) 
where c is a constant not depending on U, N. Letting N -+ 00 in (3.23) and 
using once more (3.15) for m = 4 we verify the statement (3.12). 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 also induces 
COROLLARY 3.1. The solution u of the homogeneous Dirac equation (3.3) 
suffices either 
I m l(u(12dr< +co (I 
or Rellich’s estimate [lo] 
s R IIu(r)lI*dr~cR(ln R)-’ (R > &A a 
where c is a positive constant independent of R. 
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4. THE PRINCIPLE OF LIMITING ABSIRPTION 
In this section we finally prove the principle of limiting absorption and 
the absolute continuity for the Dirac operator -A = z + P, if P satisfies 
condition (A). We first formulate the preceding resolvent estimate in car- 
tesian coordinates. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let assumption (A 1) be satisfied, .zl < E < 1, 
l<k, <k<k,< +co, 0<1<1, and (l+r)1/2+3E’4f~L2(G)4. Then any 
solution u E H’( Iw3)4, u(x) = 0 ((x ( < R,), of the Diruc equation 
(ajDj+/l+P+k+il)u=f (4.1) 
suffices the a priori estimate 
II r- ‘I*-“*u 11 I,G + (I r-“2+E’4a+ u )I l,G 
G c3( II r 1’2+3w10,G + lIal,(,x,<R,))~ (4.2) 
where c,(k,, k2, E,), R,(k,, k2) are constants not depending on u, 1, k. 
Proox We first confine ourselves on the case P,, P,, f E C’(lxl > R0)4. 
The given assumption for U, P implies condition (B) for u’, P’ in Section 2 
by Lemma 1.2. The regularity U’ E Hf,,(Q)4 is ensured by the ellipticity of 
(4.1), and condition (2.2) is guaranteed by Lemma 1.5. Therefore the proof 
of this proposition is based on Proposition 2.1 and the equivalence of the 
according norms (see Lemma 1.4) using the identity 
p,u’=rda+u - (4.3) 
by definition (see Lemma 1.3). 
To eliminate our restriction on P and f we cut off the potential P on the 
region { 1 x( < 4 R,} by a real function cp and approximate cpP by 
Friedrichs’ mollifiers P, E Cm(R3)4”4 such that for P, the properties 
(l.lO)-(1.11) are uniformly valid in ~40. Further let {fF}~L2(G)4n 
Cm(R3)4 be some sequence with 
II (1 +r) I’* + 3&‘4( f, - f) II -+ 0 (P + 0). (4.4) 
By the first case, the estimate (4.2) holds for the unique solution 
u, E H’(R3)4 of the Dirac equation 
(ajDj +j?+ P, +k+iA)u, = f, (A ’ 0) (4.5) 
with a constant c3 independent of p + 0. Hence, combining for fixed 1> 0 
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(1.30) and the gradient estimate (1.29), by Rellich’s and Sobolev’s 
imbedding theorem 
where Q = P,, - cpP, there is a subsequence 
The function li also satisfies the Dirac equation (4.1) substituting P by cpP. 
We consequently have u = li. The limit relations (4.4) and (4.7) now imply 
the estimate (4.2) for the solution u of the Dirac equation (4.1). 
Theorem 1 is essentially proved when we eliminate the restriction that 
u = 0 on a compact ball and the compact term on the right side of (4.2). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let assumption (A) he satisfied, E, d E d 1, 0 < L’ 6 i, 
1 -C k, d k < k, < + 00, 0 < ;1< 1, and suppose that in [k,, k,] there are no 
point-eigenvalues of the Dirac operator A. Then for all u E D(A), 
( 1 + ,)‘I2 + “(A - k - i I)u E L2( G)4 the following resolvent estimate holds: 
II (rl ~~.rN)w+1)/2(1 +r)--(‘+wUII,,G 
+ Ilr -1’2+c’4~+~llI,~/.r,>Ro~ 
+ f II r:’ - ’ ji2u I( 0,1 ‘n < 1 ) 
n==l 
Gc4 ll(l+r) ‘12+E(A-k-i3L)uI/0,G, (4.8) 
where c4(kl, k2, E~, E’) is a constant not depending on u, ,I, k. 
Proof. By our paper [l5] in neighbourhoods U, = {r, <2c2} (Q >O) 
of the local singularities a, (n = 1, . . . . N), the estimate 
njJ, (Ilr!f- 13~2ul/o,un + llr~‘+‘)‘2VUIl~,~,~ 
(4.9) 
is fulfilled for any 0 < E’ d 4. Combining (4.9) with (4.2) and using (4.6) for 
P E L?,,( l@\K)4 x 4 we first obtain inequality (4.8) plus a compact term 
c II u Ilo,u on the right side, denoted by (4.8)‘, where U = { 1 x 1 < R1, r, > E* 
(n = 1, . . . . N)) c G. According to an idea of Eidus 133 (see also Jfger [163 
and Vogelsang [12]) for the Helmholtz equation we suppose that the con- 
trary of (4.8) is valid: Then by (4.8)‘-(4.9) and the same procedure as in 
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the proof of Proposition 4.1 there exists some sequence {Uj)F= 1c D(A) 
such that 
II~jIIo,,=l~ II(l+r) ‘12+‘(A -kj -ilj)ujJ(O,c -0, (4.10) 
LjJOo, kj dk (i+ 00) for some kE [k,, k2] and 
uj + u in H:,,(G)4 n L~,(lR3)4, AZ+ + Au in Lf,,(R3)4. (4.11) 
By (4.8)’ we especially find 
lI~-1’2~+~llo,{,x,>Ro) < + 03. (4.12) 
Further, from (4.10)-(4.11) we get 
II u II0.u = 1, (A-k)u=OinG. (4.13) 
By assumption, the real number k is no point-eigenvalue of A. Therefore 
the proof of this proposition is concluded if we can show that aeD( 
Applying the selfadjointness of A on D(A) from (4.11) we infer 
PEW) for any cp E C~(W). (4.14) 
Then choosing cp suitable we have 
0= 2 Im(A(cpu), cpu) = hmO (&u, a)~,(,,=~) (n = 1, . . . . N). (4.15) 
From (4.13) and (4.15) we deduce 
W4 40,sR = -2 Im(k u)~,+, < Rj = 0 for all R > R,. 
Hence ( 1.27) implies 
II a - u II o,s,Q =II a + u II O,S,q for all R > Ro. (4.16) 
Combining (4.12) with (4.16) we obtain (1 + r))“2~~L2(G)4 and by 
Proposition 3.1 the relation 
UEH’((Xl >Ro)4. (4.17) 
Finally, from (4.14) and (4.17) we derive u E D(A), completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Proposition 4.2 for J 10 we infer the 
statement using an analogous conclusion as in the proof of (4.8). For 1 t 0 
one has to change the significance of u + and a-. 
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Proof of Corollary 1. On account of the Stieltjes formula we have 
((EW;) - f, g)=lim 
AlO 
for all f, g E It’s. Hence from Theorem 1 we conclude identity ( 1.17) 
reflecting the uniform estimate (1.16) in the parameter k + i 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. As a result of Corollary 1 it is sufficient to show 
that the spectrum of the Dirac operator A is discrete on the interval 
(1, + co). Let us assume that there exist eigenvalues k,, -+ k (v -+ co), k > 1 
and orthogonal eigenfunctions ‘py E D(A), hence 
(A - k,)cp, = 0. (4.18) 
Multiplying the Dirac equation (4.18) in Rellich’s representation (3.3) by 
2r a,(~,, integrating the real part on (1 x ( > R,}, and applying the gradient 
estimate of Lemma 1.4 and the decay condition ( l.lO)-( 1.11) we derive the 
inequality 
(4.19) 
where the constants c, R, are independent of v (compare Lemma 3.1 for 
m=O). Combining (4.19) with the estimate (4.9) near to the local 
singularities a, (n = 1, . . . . N) as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 we have 
Therefore we find some renormed subsequence 
IICPYII -1, 0.u  (py + cp in H,‘,,(G)4 n J!$,,(R~)~. (4.21) 
Considering the orthonormal sequence { (( cp,, II- ’ cp,,} from (4.20) we 
deduce 
cp”‘O in L*( (w3)4. (4.22) 
Finally, the relations (4.21)-(4.22) imply the desired contradiction, and the 
proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
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